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ABLE
•

Apply Wisdom (Matthew 10:16): Be evangelistic
during the time of interaction. But don’t be overly
romantic. Expect some hostility because the convictions of those you’re alongside may not be rooted
in or in pursuit of Jesus.

•

Be Clear (2 Corinthians 6:14-18): Realize that your
mission is to represent God’s Kingdom and live out
Kingdom ethics. Jesus’ church transcends the social
ills you’re addressing. Remember, the gospel’s power
does not rise or fall because of partnership with
any movement. So clearly communicate short-term
participation in cobelligerency, and make sure you
continue gospel-saturated work in your community
after these events are over, without partnering with
the cobelligerents, to safeguard your biblical convictions and the distinction of the church’s mission.
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•

Live Pure (Ephesians 5:1-14): Abstain from any sinful activities that those in your cobelligerency practice. If, while joining them in lobbying or protest,
you decide to participate in acts of hate, sensuality, or other forms of sin, you’re no longer distinct
in morality or mission and must confess (1 John
1:8‑10), repent (2 Corinthians 7:9-11), and seek
restoration (Galatians 6:1-2).

•

Engage Responsibly (James 1:22-27): Be committed
in ministering to the widows, orphans, and poor in
your city that are part of the systemic oppression.
Evangelicals in your city may have often neglected
these people before, and your commitment will
show cobelligerents your long-term priorities.

FABRIC
•

Family—The Christian home is the first mission
field, and those within the local church should
model and multiply a J esus-centered emphasis that
mirrors Ephesians 5:22–6:4, Colossians 3:18–4:1,
and 1 Peter 3:1-7. Since the church is God’s family,
our understanding of family should include nuance
and space for blended families, unmarried believers,1 and foster care and adoptive members. All of
these voices have value; none are second-class citizens in the Kingdom.

A ppe n d i x

•

Authority (Scripture, government, and law enforcement)—We must model what it looks like to pray
for our national, state, and local leaders (1 Timothy
2:1-6). Additionally, we must couple our prayers
with a lifestyle of submission to the authority of
God’s Word first and our government authorities
second (Romans 13:1-7; 1 Peter 2:13-17). Yet we
must also consider the call to speak out against
injustice and mobilize to do justice on both spiritual and social levels in our community.

•

Business—We must consider how our finances will
help those in need (Philippians 4:10-20) and flourish the communities we worship in. We must show
store owners in our neighborhood that God’s people
practice generosity and contentment (1 Timothy
6:6-10). All the while, we must seek to help the
unemployed find employment, even if that means
creating job opportunities for them.

•

Religion—We must ask Jesus to fill our hearts with
His compassion (Matthew 9:35-38) as we reasonably
respond to those who oppose our faith (1 Peter 3:1317). We must diligently discover how to translate
God’s story to people groups living in our proximity
and reach out to them as we make Christ known. In
addition, we must offer apologetic insights to counter
the ethnocentric cults that proselytize Christians of
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 on-European descent who struggle with not having
n
their ethnicity affirmed.
•

Institutions (education, elder care, and rehabilitation)—We must invest time in securing employment and in volunteering in local schools, retirement
homes, hospice centers, jails, and prisons. We must
also lobby for education and prison reform to enter
our community; we must respond to the cries of
our city that resemble Psalm 10:10-18.

•

Culture (arts and entertainment)—We must view
the culture through the lens of God’s story before
we engage it. We must examine the culture’s belief
system, language, and practices in light of Scripture
so we can find ways to relate while remaining morally pure. Our speech should be filled with hope
and concepts the culture can understand so that we
can build relationships with the people around us.
We will fight against sinning to gain approval (Acts
17:16-34). The relationships we develop will be in
harmony with Paul’s method in 1 Thessalonians 2:8.

HUMAN
•

Habitat (social spaces)—addressing issues working
against flourishing in the home, church, community, city, nation, and world.

A ppe n d i x

•

Understanding (intellect)—learning and processing history, the present, and the projected future
righteously.

•

Material (physical bodies)—acknowledging and
striving to meet dietary needs, clothing, exercise,
employment opportunities, fair wages, hygiene,
righteous sexual expression, and affordable housing for self and others.

•

Affection (emotions)—developing healthy pathways of becoming aware, coping, expressing, and
healing in the areas of emotions, mental illnesses,
stress factors, and abuse (emotional, physical, sexual, spiritual, substance, and verbal).

•

Non-Material (spiritual)—recognizing the G
 odgiven soul that every image bearer has received and
sharing the Good News that Jesus as the only qualified Savior who redeems.

PACE
•

Patience—God is patient with all His children, so
all His children must be patient with each other.
This means we must fight off passive aggressiveness and communicate honestly when we are frustrated, disappointed, or offended. Conflict is a
litmus test for relationships. It shows the level of
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depth a relationship has. When conflict arises, if
a relationship is shallow, allowing things to simmer under the surface can go on for an extended
amount of time, preventing the relationship from
going deeper. If the relationship is meaningful, the
issue will be resolved and the relationship will grow
deeper than before the conflict surfaced.
•

Active Listening—This is a call to hear the develop
ing leader’s heart, not just their tone. If they lacked a
father figure in their life, they may have a hard time
trusting or committing to a discipleship relationship. If they had traumatic childhood experiences,
they may struggle to maintain healthy relationships. Active listening is essential; the diamond in
the rough must be given the opportunity to open
up and vent about their heart wounds. This may be
the first time in their life they’ve felt safe enough
to take this risk. Do not abandon them after they
have done this.

•

Correct (when necessary)—Part of Jesus’ design for
discipleship includes teaching others to obey His
spiritual and social commands. Teaching is not just
transferring information but coming alongside and
walking with another person who is being transformed by the same Holy Spirit. At times, behavior
patterns and sin will need to be identified, called

A ppe n d i x

out, and corrected. Growth and maturity also need
to be identified and affirmed. Both are crucial in
developing the diamond in the rough.
•

Equip—The gospel speaks not only to the theology
of the believer but also to their whole being. Leaders
must walk holistically with their potential leaders.
They must share tools that deal with emotional
intelligence, financial stewardship, mental health,
sexual purity, soul care, and time management, to
name a few. The more well-rounded a leader is, the
better they can help meet the needs of their church
and community.

RAPID
•

Restore dignity to every image bearer by helping
meet their HUMAN needs

•

Affirm the ethnic identity of every Jesus follower
(fellow Kingdom citizens)

•

Promote the Kingdom ethics Jesus commands us to
practice socially and spiritually

•

Institute the work of ethnic conciliation and weave
the gospel into the FABRIC of your community

•

Develop biblical guardrails for limited engagement
with nonbelievers as cobelligerents
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2. For example, see pastor and author John MacArthur’s discussion on the
gospel and race for Christian Defense International (Christian Defense
International, “The Gospel and Black Lives Matter” YouTube video, 04:5,
posted July 13, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkOv94cyfc4).
In the video, the moderator frames the question by identifying the
shooting of Mike Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, alongside the Black
Lives Matter movement, then asks MacArthur how a pastor who is not
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church.” MacArthur responds by placing the gospel message in a separate
category from the stated racial issues in question (leveraging Galatians
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APPENDIX: ACRONYMS

1. In a book I wrote with my wife, Enter the Ring: Fighting Together for a
Gospel-Saturated Marriage, we consider the single, divorced, single parents,
and widowed nuances in our term for unmarried. Our appendix helps
churches affirm and empower these saints so they aren’t marginalized in
church life or discussions about family.

